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It is shown that the integer linear programming problem with a fixed number of variables is polynomially solvable. The proof depends on methods from geometry of numbers.
The integer linear programming problem is formulated äs follows. Let n and m be positive integers, A an m X «-matrix with integral coefficients, and b e T". The question is to decide whether there exists a vector χ e /" satisfying the System of m inequalities Ax < b. No algorithm for the solution of this problem is known which has a running time that is bounded by a polynomial function of the length of the data. This length may, for our purposes, be defined to be n · m · log(iz + 2), where a denotes the maximum of the absolute values of the coefficients of A and b. Indeed, no such polynomial algorithm is likely to exist, since the problem in question is NP-complete [3] , [12] .
In this paper we consider the integer linear programming problem with a fixed value of n. In the case n = l it is trivial to design a polynomial algorithm for the solution of the problem. For n = 2, Hirschberg and Wong [5] and Kannan [6] have given polynomial algorithms in special cases. A complete treatment of the case n = 2 was given by Scarf [10] . It was conjectured [5] , [10] that for any fixed value of « there exists a polynomial algorithm for the solution of the integer linear programming problem. In the present paper we prove this conjecture by exhibiting such an algorithm. The degree of the polynomial by which the running time of our algorithm can be bounded is an exponential function of n.
Our algorithm is described in §1. Using tools from geometry of numbers [1] we show that the problem can be transformed into an equivalent one having the following additional property: either the existence of a vector χ Eil" satisfying Ax < b is obvious; or it is known that the last coordinate of any such χ belongs to an interval whose length is bounded by a constant only depending on n. In the latter case, the problem is reduced to a bounded number of lower dimensional problems.
If in the original problem each coordinate of χ is required to be in {0,1}, no transformaüon of the problem is needed to achieve the condition just stated. This suggests that in this case our algorithm is equivalent to complete enumeration. We remark that the {0,1} linear programming problem is TV/'-complete.
In the general case we need two auxiliary algorithms for the construction of the required transformation. The first of these, which "remodels" the convex set (x e R": Ax < b}, is given in §2. L. Loväsz observed that my original algorithm for this could be made polynomial even for varying n, by employing the polynomial solvability of the linear programming problem [8] , [4] . I am indebted to Loväsz for permission to describe the improved algorithm in §2.
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The second auxihary algonthm is a leduction process for w-dimensional lattices. Such an algonthm, also due to Loväsz, appeared m [9, §1] , and a bnef sketch is given m §3 of the present paper. This algonthm is polynomial even for varymg n. It supersedes the much inferior algonthm that was described m an earher Version of this paper.
In §4 we prove, followmg a Suggestion of P van Emde Boas, that the integer linear programmmg problem with a fixed value of m is also polynomially solvable This is an immediate consequence of our mam result.
§5 is devoted to the mixed integer linear programmmg problem. Combining our methods with Khachiyan's results [8] , [4] we show that this problem is polynomially solvable for any fixed value of the number of integer variables This generahzes both our mam lesult and Khachiyan's theorem
The algonthms presented in this paper were designed for theoretical purposes only, and there are several modifications that might improve their practical performance. It is to be expected that the practical value of our algonthms is restncted to small values of n.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge my mdebtedness to P. van Emde Boas, not only for permission to mclude §4, but also for suggestmg the problem solved m this paper and for several inspmng and stimulating discussions.
1. Description of the algorithm. Let K denote the closed convex set
The question to be decided is whether K Π Z" = 0 In the description of the algorithm that follows, we make the followmg two simphfymg assumptions about Ä':
(1) K is bounded; (2) K has positive volume. The first assumpüon is justified by the followmg result, which is obtamed by combmmg a theorem of Von zur Gathen and Sievekmg [12] with Hadamard's determmant mequahty (cf. (6) below)· the set K Π T" is nonempty if and only if K n 2" contams a vector whose coefficients are bounded by (n + \)n" /2 a" m absolute value, where a is äs in the mtroducüon. Adding these mequahties to the System makes K bounded.
For the justification of condition (2) we refer to §2. Under the assumptions (1) and (2), §2 describes how to construct a nonsmgular endomorphism τ of the vector space R", such that τΚ has a "spherical" appearance. More precisely, let | denote the Euchdean length m R", and put
for p e R", zGR >0 , the closed ball with center p and radius z. With this notation, the τ constructed will satisfy
for some p e r K, with r and R satisfymg
where c, is a constant only dependmg on n. Let such a τ be fixed, and put L = τϊ". This is a lattice in R", i e , there exists a basis bj,b 2 , . , b" of R" such that 
where c 2 is a constant only dependmg on n, cf. [l, Chapter VIII], [11] . In §3 we shall mdicate a reduction process, i.e., an algonthm that changes a given basis for L mto one satisfymg (7).
LFMMA. Let b\,b 2 , . . . ,b n be any basis for L. Then
VxeR" :
PROOF We use mduction on n, the case n=\ (or n = 0) being obvious. Let U = Σ7~ί Zfe,, this is a lattice m the (n -l)-dimensional hyperplane H = ^"=1 R*,· Denote by A the distance of b" to //. Clearly we have h<\b n .
Now to prove (8), let χ G R". We can find m G Z such that the distance of χ -mfc" to //is < i/z. Wnte χ -mb" = x, + x 2 , with x, G // and x 2 perpendicular to H. Then \x 2 < 2 h < 2 \b" . By the mduction hypothesis there exists/, ε L' such that Χι -_y,| Notice that the proof gives an effective construction of the element y E. L that is asserted to exist.
If we number the b, such that \b"\ = max{|^;| :\ < ι < n}, then (8) imphes
Now assume that b } ,b 2 , . . . , b n is a reduced basis for L m the sense that (7) holds, and let L' and A have the same meamng äs m the proof of the lemma. It is easily seen that
From (7), (l 1) and (6), apphed to L', we get
and therefore, with (9):
After these preparations we descnbe the procedure by which we decide whether K n Z" -0 01, equivalently, rK n L = 0. We assume that b i ,b 2 , . . · , b n is a basis for L for which (7) holds, numbered such that \b n \ -max{|Z> ; | . l </<«}.
Applymg (10) with χ = p we find a vector j ε L with p -y\ <,\^n\b n \. If 7 ε τ Κ then TA" n L i= 0, and we are done. Suppose therefore that y & τΚ. Then/ & B(p,r) , by (3), so \p -y\> r, and this implies that r <±Jn\b n \. Let now H, L', h have the same meanmg äs m the proof of the lemma. We have
Hence L is contamed m the union of countably many parallel hyperplanes, which have successive distances h from each other. We are only mterested m those hyperplanes that have a nonempty mtersection with τΚ, these have, by (3), also a nonempty mtersecüon with B (p, R). Suppose that precisely t of the hyperplanes H + kb" mtersect B(p,R). Then we have cleaily / -l < IR/h. By (4) and (12) we have so t -l < c\c 2 {n . Hence the number of values for k that have to be considered is bounded by a constant only dependmg on n Which values of k need be considered can easily be deduced from a representaüon of p äs a linear combmation of Z?,, Z> 2 , ...,&".
If we fix the value of k then we restnct attention to those χ = 2" =1 y t b, for which y n -k; and this leads to an integer programmmg pioblem with n -l variables y\->y-i-> · · · >y n -i-I* 1S stiaightforward to show that the length of the data of this new problem is bounded by a polynomial function of the length of the original data, if the directions of §2 have been followed for the construction of r.
Each of the lower dimensional problems is treated recursively. The case of dimension n -l (or even n = 0) may serve äs a basis for the recursion. This fmishes our descnption of the algonthm.
We observe that m the case that K Π Z" is nonempty, our algonthm actually produces an element χ ε K Π Z".
2.
The convex set K. Let K = (x e R" : Ax < b], and assume that K is bounded. In this section we descnbe an algonthm that can be used to verify that K satisfies condition (2) of §1; to leduce the number of variables if that condition is found not to be satisfied; and to find the map τ used in §1. The algonthm is better than what is strictly needed m §1, in the sense that it is polynomial even for varymg n. l am indebted to L. Loväsz for pointmg out to nie how this can be achieved.
In the first stage of the algonthm one attempts to construct vertices Ü 0 ,ü 1; . . . , v" of K whose convex hüll is an «-Simplex of positive volume. By maximizmg an arbitrary hnear function on K, employing Khachiyan's algonthm [8] , [4] To conclude the first stage of the algorithm, we may now suppose that for each d = 0, l,...,«-l the construction of v d+ , is successful. Then after n Steps we have n + l vertices u 0 ,«,,..., v" of K for which u, -u 0 , . . . , u" -i> 0 are linearly independent. The «-simplex spanned by v 0 ,v t , . . . , v" is contained in K, and its volume equals |detM|/n! where M is the matrix with column vectors v } -v 0 , . . . , v" -v 0 . This is positive, so condition (2) of § l is satisfied. J In the second stage of the algorithm we construct the coordinate transformation τ needed in §1. To this end we first try to find a simplex of "large" volume in K. This functions g 0 , -g 0 , g t , -g,, . . . , g", -g" on K by Khachiyan's algorithm we can decide whether there exist / G {0, l, ...,«} and a vertex χ οι Κ such that of j is immaterial, by (15)) .
Suppose that such a pair i, χ is found. Then we replace u, by x. This replacement enlarges vol(ü 0 ,ü,, . . . , v") by a factor \g,(x -ü,) |/|g,(u ( -u y )| (fory ^ /), which is more than 3/2. We now return to the beginning of the procedure ("Construct n + l linear functions . . . ").
In every Iteration step vol(t> 0 ,«,,..., u") increases by a factor > 3/2. On the other hand, this volume is bounded by the volume of K. Hence after a polynomially bounded nuraber of iterations we reach a Situation in which the above procedure discovers that To prove our claim, we write z } = r(Vj), for 0 < j < «; we write S for the regulär «-simplex spanned by z 0 , z,,..., z", and we define, ior c > 1: G M" + ' : |r,| < c for 0 < 7 < n, and Υ r = l . l y=o J By a straightforward analysis one proves that T c is the convex hüll of the set of points Putting/ = U~}x we see that the existence of χ ε Z" with Ax < b is equivalent to the existence of y G Z" with (AU)y < b.If n > m, then the coordinates J OT+ ,, . . . ,y n of / do not occur in these inequalities, since (19) implies that ^ = 0 for 7 > m. We conclude that the original problem can be reduced to a problem with only min{«,m} variables. The latter problem is, for fixed m, polynomially solvable, by the main result of this paper.
5.
Mixed integer linear programming. The mixed integer linear programming problem is formulated äs follows. Let k and m be positive integers, and n an integer satisfying 0 < n < k. Let further A be an m X Ä>matrix with integral coefficients, and b e T". The question is to decide whether there exists a vector χ = (χ λ ,χ 2 , . . . , x k ) T with x, e Z for l < / < n,
x, e K for n + l < / < k satisfying the system of m inequalities Ax < b.
In this section we indicate an algorithm for the solution of this problem that is polynomial for any fixed value of «, the number of integer variables. This generalizes both the result of § l (n = k) and the result of Khachiyan [8] , [4] (n = 0). The question is whether K Π Z" = 0. Making use of the arguments of Von zur Gathen and Sieveking [12] we may again assume that K', and hence K, is bounded. Next we apply the algorithm of §2 to the compact convex set K c W. To see that this can be done it suffices to show that we can maximize linear functions on K, see §2, Remark (d). But maximizing linear functions on K is equivalent lo maximizing, on K', linear functions that depend only on the first n coordinates x\,x 2 , . . . , x"; and this can be done by Khachiyan's algorithm.
The rest of the algorithm proceeds äs before. At a certain point in the algorithm we have to decide whether a given vectcr y G R" belongs to τΚ. This can be done by solving a linear programming problem with k -n variables. This finishes the description of the algorithm.
As in §4 it can be proved that the mixed integer linear programming problem is also polynomially solvable if the number of inequalities that involve one or more integer variables is fixed; or, more generally, if the rank of the matrix formed by the first n columns of A is bounded.
